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important information

To access student work, visit your dill website:

https://________________________________________.dillconnect.com

questions? need support?

phone/Text: (312) 257 - 3768
Email: support@swifteducation.com
twitter: @swiftedusystems
Video how-tos: training.swifteducation.com
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Get started with DiLL

DiLL is comprised of three parts: The student App (DiLL Client),
The Teacher App (Lab Controller), and the DiLL Server.

Students use…

Teacher uses…

DiLL Client

DiLL Lab Controller

students must find and open
the DiLL Client program on
their computers.

You as instructor must open
DiLL Lab Controller on yours.

to listen to recordings, both students and the teacher use…

Recordings are
automatically saved and
uploaded to your school’s
DiLL Server, which can be
accessed via a website.

The Server also
hosts a repository
of shared audio
lesson files, called
the “DiLL catalog.”

DiLL Server (website)

Get started with DiLL (continued...)

After opening the
program, Both you and
students must log into
DiLL with school IDs
and passwords.

If your school is using DiLL in
multiple labs, with multiple
laptop carts, or in a 1-to-1
program, you and students
will need to select the same
“classroom group.”

As students log
into DiLL, they
appear in your
window as circles.
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The student program: DiLL CLIENT

Use the “DiLL
Client” menu to exit
the program, change
users, and switch
classroom groups.

Use the “lesson” menu to “load
audio from the catalog” (p. 4)
and to access teacher created
“pre-assigned tasks” (p. 30)

If a teacher is logged
in, students can
“Request attention”.

You will hear a sound
The mic level

and the student’s circle

meter provides

will flash and shake on

a visual

your screen (p. 18).

indicator of
the student’s
mic input.

TIp: Tell students to pay attention to their Mic level meter

Mic Working

Mic Muted

Mic not working
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loading audio from the catalog
DiLL Client with a Lesson

Students can load audio
files from the dill catalog
to listen to and practice
even without a teacher.

They can also make
recordings, but these
won’t be saved.

To have students practice lessons, Give
your class the following instructions.

“Please click on the
‘Lesson’ menu at the top
of your screen and choose
‘Open from Catalog for
Practice.’

Then
navigate to [our
textbook or
chapter] and choose
[our lesson(s) for
today].”

loading audio from the catalog (Cont..)

use “turtle mode”
to play the audio at

Tip: as a teacher, use the
dill client to preview
audio in the dill catalog.

half-speed.

while the lesson is
playing, press the
”Record” button
or hold down the
”spacebar” (like a
walkie talkie) to
start a recording.

Recordings are
presented as a red
tick mark in the
timeline and in a list.

Recordings can be
renamed and erased.

the gray blocks represent sound, while the gaps indicate silence. starting a
recording pauses the lesson and the recording is made independent of the
lesson audio (except during a sync task. How? see p. 32).
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the teacher program: Lab Controller

Use lab controller to create and manage voice
connections (p. 7), view and lock student screens
(p. 10), and create tasks to capture recordings (p. 13)

record students by creating a
“task” (how? see p. 25).

The buttons at the
top help you manage
the classroom (see

look at the interface to

key below)

see what’s going on in
the class. Hover your
mouse over a student to
view their screen.

See p. 18 to learn about
DiLl’s classroom
management features.

Undo / redo: go back or
forward an action.

All call: Interrupt the class to
make an announcement (p. 14).

Conference / Disconnect:
Place (or separate) two or more
students in conversation. (see p.
12 on how to select students)

Computer access: Lock student
computers to DiLl-only or blank
out their screens entirely (p. 19).

Randomly group: create
random conversations in group
sizes of your choosing (p. 13).

Self-grouping: allow students
group themselves into
conversation with others (p. 16).
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Voice Connections

Tip: create voice
connections to
listen and speak.
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Listening and speaking in DiLL is managed by creating voice
connections. People who are listening or speaking—that are
connected— always appear red. Arrows show where their
voices are going.

One-way Connection

Example 1:
Listening to Jenny

Two-way Connection

Example 2:
Broadcasting to Jenny

example 3:
Conversing with Jenny

Listening is done secretly, without the student’s knowledge!

student view

… However, during a broadcast or when placed
in conversation, STUDENTS GET A NOTIFICATION.

Icon Key
Listening to
a broadcast.

Placed in a
conversation.

Example 2:
Broadcasting to Jenny

example 3:
Conversing with Jenny

Continued…

Voice Connections (Continued…)

create and end voice connections
in many different ways.
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Tip: There are
multiple ways to
do the same
action in DiLL.
experiment!

DRAG A LINE.

CLICK ON A STUDENT.

SELECT AND CONFERENCE.

(example on PAGE 9)

(example on PAGE 10)

(example on PAGE 12)

+

+

LEARN HOW TO USE THE
LIGHTNING MODE TO MONITOR
AND SPEAK WITH students
INSTANTANEOUSLY. (P. 42)

Monitor a Student
1. Dragging a line from Billy

Tip: monitor students while they
practice their lessons. Here we
listen to a student named John.

Press and hold the mouse
button inside Billy’s circle.

Without releasing the mouse
button, move the mouse over the
Instructor's circle.

When both circles are
yellow, release the
mouse button.

2. Listen or Converse?

From the menu that appears, click
“Instructor monitors Billy.”

3. Listening to Billy

4. Disconnect from Billy

hover your mouse over
Billy’s voice is now audible
through your headphoneS—
without his knowledge!

the voice connection
and “snip” the line.
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Speak with a student

Tip: in addition to dragging
lines, create connections
by clicking on students.

1. click on Billy and choose converse

hover your mouse over a
student circle and click
to get a menu of options

2. now conversing with billy

3. click on yourself and choose
disconnect to end the conversation.

Just like the monitoring example (p. 9), you can begin a
conversation by dragging a line between two people.
1. Dragging a line
from John

2. Listen or
converse?

3. Now Conversing
with John
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Creating conversations

Four people Listen to Eric

Tip: people can be connected
many ways. be creative!

Three Separate Dialogs

Four-Way Conversation

select students (p. 12) and use the “Conference”
button To quickly create a group conversation.

ending conversations
stop Listening to sue

disconnecting sally - 1
disconnecting sally - 2

To remove a student
to stop listening or

from the conversation,

speaking with someone,

click on the student and

Click on yourself

choose “disconnect

(instructor) and choose

[student name].”

“disconnect instructor.”

select students (p. 12) and use the “disconnect”
button To quickly end conversations.
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Selecting students

Tip: to do the same thing
with several students, you
must first select them.

Click in an empty
area and hold

Then drag the

down the mouse.

mouse to
stretch the

When multiple students
are selected, an act on
one affects them all.

rectangle.

Continue dragging
until the intended
people are selected.

To select John separately,
click on him while holding
down the ”Shift” key.

after making a selection, use
the lab controller buttons to:

Conference
students

Disconnect
students

To de-select
everyone, click in an

lock student
screens

Randomly group
students

empty area. That's it!
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Randomly Pair Everyone

Tip: Automatically create
connections using the
random Group feature.

click “randomly
group”…

… From the menu
that appears,
choose “connect in
random pairs.”

Click on “Conversation
group” to re-arrange
student positions on the
teacher screen based on
their partner(s).

Students
Odd-numbered

are now in

students make a

two-way

group of three.

dialogs.
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Class Announcements

use all call to
Broadcast your voice to
the class—Temporarily.

Click “all call” to
speak to everyone
at once.

Any conversations
will be paused.

Now that I have
your attention…

Click “end
call” when
you’re done
speaking.

The previous
conversations
are resumed.
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Broadcast a student

Tip: use broadcast to
class to project a model
student’s voice and
whatever audio they have
playing in DiLL Client.

1. Click on billy and choose
broadcast Billy to class
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Click on billy and
choose broadcast
billy to class.
The rest of the
class can now hear
2. Billy is broadcasting to class

billy’s voice...

… and any audio
he is playing in
his DILL client
player.

A two-way connection

3. stop broadcasting

between you and billy
is created (so you can
provide coaching).

to end the broadcast,
click on billy again and
choose ”Disconnect
billy from students.”

To broadcast a paired
conversation, Broadcast
one student first and
then the other. This will
create a two-way
connection between the
two students and
one-way connections
Between the pair and the
rest of the class.

You can also use the
“undo” button (top
left corner) to “undo”
the broadcast.

Student self-grouping

Tip: To allow students
to group themselves
into conversation turn
on self-grouping.
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Self-Grouping is dill's version of
"telephone". students indicate when
they are "Available" to speak and are
automatically placed in conversation
with other "available" students.

Click “Self-Grouping”
and choose the group
size you want students
to form.

Students are offline
until they choose to
participate.

Continued…

Student self-grouping (continued…)

As a student…

When self-grouping
is active, the
“conversations”
window will appear
next to the DiLL
client player.

Click on the “offline” dropdown
menu and select ”Available” to be
placed in conversation with other
"available" students.

to switch to a new
partner, students can
click on the “change
partners“ button.

Use self-grouping
to create “speeddating” activities.
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Managing the classroom

Tip: lock student screens
to minimize distractions.
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Use the visual cues and computer access features
provided in Lab controller to monitor and manage
the classroom and control student screens.

students that have
“requested attention” (p. 3)
will begin flashing and shaking
in Lab Controller.

use the “computer access”
button (p. 19) to lock
students’ screens to “DiLLonly” or “Nothing at
all” (blank screen).

If a student has an audio
lesson or task loaded, the
state of the student’s DiLL
Client is shown: Playing,
Paused, or Recording.

Hover your mouse over a
student to see a preview
of their computer screen.
Tip: Click on the number
of students in the class

To control their

(bottom left in Lab

computer directly,

Controller) to select

see p. 21.

the entire class.
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block applications other than dill

click on the "computer
access" button in lab
controller

In the menu that appears, select allow
access to "DiLL Only" to lock student
access to the dill application.

if no students are selected, the computer access feature
will affect all students.
Select students individually or in groups to limit access
restrictions to a specific student or group of students.
see page 12 to learn how to select students.

Continued…

block applications... (continued...)

Dill only mode: Student View

the pickle slice icon
indicates that all
applications other
than DiLL are blocked.

nothing (blank screen) Mode

the lock icon indicates that
the screen and keyboard
have been locked.
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control a student's screen

Tip: To view and control
a student's screen, use
"Computer Control”.
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click on the student you
would like to monitor
and/or control…

... and then select
"View or Control
Student's Screen.”

in the menu that appears,
select "computer control"...

Continued…

control a student's screen (continued...)
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A new window will
open with a real-time
view of the selected
student’s screen.

Click on the "control"
button to control the
selected student's screen.

Tip: student off-task? take
a screenshot for evidence
of their malfeasance!

Sharing a website

Tip: Use a cloud service like
GDrive or Dropbox to create
URLs of any personal files
you wish to share.
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drag-and-drop a website's address
onto a student or a group of
students.The website will open on
their computers.

open the website you
would like to share.

Select the students to
share the website with.

if desired, create a
recording-only
task to capture
student responses.

Continued…

Sharing a website (continued...)

From the Browser,
Drag-and-drop the
address onto the
selected students in
lab controller.

The website will
automatically open
on the students'
computers.

every website has a
draggable icon to the
left of the url in the
address bar.
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saving recordings with tasks

To allow recordings to be made and saved, create a task.
Students assigned to a task will have their recordings automatically
saved, organized, and uploaded to the DiLL server’s website.
Dill has two task “modes”: 1) lesson and recording-only
tasks (p. 88) where the student has control; and 2)
Synchronized tasks (p. 88) where the teacher has control.

1. Create a Task

2. Assign Task

3. Review Recordings

Think of a task as a box where students drop recordings.
Students in the same group are assigned the same box.
To help keep recordings organized between classes,
make separate boxes for each class period.

Lesson Tasks (student control)

Tip: use a "Lesson
Task” To save
student responses
to an audio FILE.
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lesson tasks are associated with an audio lesson
from the DiLL Catalog. students will have full
control of the playback and record buttons.
Recordings will be automatically saved and uploaded
to DiLL server’s website.

From the "Tasks"
menu, click "New
Task…"

title your task
according to whom it
will be assigned.

Choose a lesson from
the dill catalog for
students to hear.

click "create"
when you're
finished.

Continued…
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LESSON TASKS (continued...)

the new task appears to
the left, with an
arbitrary color.

but there's more!
now you must
assign the task!

select the students to be
assigned (how? see p. 12).

drag the task.

Continued…
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LESSON TASKS (continued...)

position the
mouse over one
of the selected
students.

DIFFERENTIATE INSTRUCTION
BY ASSIGNING DIFFERENT
TASKS TO DIFFERENT STUDENTS.

when the group
turns yellow,
release the mouse.

students within the
selection are now
assigned to the
task.

students receive the lesson
you chose and can record
themselves voluntarily.

they cannot play other
lessons now without
your permission.

TO END THE ACTIVITY,
ASSIGN A NEW TASK OR
DRAG-AND-DROP THE
TASK OFF THE SELECTED
STUDENT(S) to unassign.

DiLL client assigned
to the lesson task.

RECORDING-ONLY TASKS (STUDENT CONTROL)

From the "Tasks"
menu, click "New
task.”

Tip: To let students
MAKE BLANK
RECORDINGS, give
them a "RecordingOnly Task."

Click "Students record:
without a lesson
(recording-only).”

Then click "Create.”

Select The students to be
assigned (How? See p. 12)
AND DRAG THE TASK.

Drag the new task onto
one of the selected
students to assign it.

Students must
click "Record" to
make recordings.

They can make as
many recordings as
they want.

DiLL client assigned to
recording-only task.
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Recordings from
paired Students
contain both voices.

Pre-assign student work

Tip: To let students
open and work on tasks
themselves, create a
"pre-assigned task."
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A Pre-assigned task is a task that students can access (even
without a teacher present) during a specified time interval.
CREATE MULTIPLE PRE-ASSIGNED TASKS TO ALLOW STUDENTS TO
WORK FROM ONE TASK TO ANOTHER.

Create a new task. In the
New Task window, check the
"Pre-Assign" option.

In the drop-down window
that appears, choose the
task's start and end times.

These times limit when
students can open and
work on the task.

Continued…

Pre-assign student work (continued...)
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As a student…
under "Lesson" in the DiLL
client Menu bar, Select
"open from preassigned tasks..."

In the window that
appears, select the
teacher and then choose
the appropriate task.

in lab controller, preassigned tasks are
shown with stripes...

...which indicates that
the student can work
from task to task.

example uses

Assign Homework for
students to complete
outside of class

create a List of tasks for
students to complete at
their own pace

queue assignments for
when you cannot be
present in class

SynchronizeD TASKs (TEACHER CONTROL)

A Synchronized Activity is like
playing a portable stereo in front
of the class.
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Tip: Play lessons and
record the entire
class at once.

You control what students hear and
when they are recorded.
Use synchronized tasks to
administer assessments, proctor
AP Exams, and record conversations.

from the Tasks menu,
click "Begin New
Synchronized Task…"

and give the
task a name.

student view

There are no buttons to push. Students only
need to focus on listening and speaking.

during a sync task,
all playback and
record buttons are
controlled by the
teacher.

Students cannot
erase sync task
recordings.

Continued…
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SynchronizeD TASKs (continued…)

Click "Record
Students" to
start recording
each student at
once.
Click it again to
stop recording.

Each time you click
record, another
recording is added.

When recording, synced timers
appear for you and students.

”All-call” is
automatically
enabled. YOUR VOICE
is BROADCASTing TO
THE CLASS.

check “allow student playback”
to let students play back their
own recordings.

Continued…
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SynchronizeD TASKs (continued…)

In addition to using your voice as the stimulus, stream an
audio file or CD out to students for them to record with.

Click "Catalog" to
choose audio from
the DiLL catalog or
"Drive" for audio
on your computer,
CD, or USB drive.

click the “play”
button to begin
streaming the audio
file to the class.

if you don’t want
your voice captured
in students’
recordings, turn
off “all-call”.

with “all-call” off,
you can monitor and
speak with individual
students during the
activity.

Unlike a lessonbased task, starting
a recording will
not pause the audio.

Synchronized tasks can also be used to quickly record
pair or group conversations.

Turn off “All-call” and
use the “Randomly
group” button to place
students in
conversation.

Click “record
students” to
record the
conversation.

have students rename their recording
with their partner’s name so it’s
easier to tell who they spoke with.

DiLL website: Review Student Recordings
Tip: You can listen to students'
recordings by visiting your
server’s DiLl website.
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Ask Your technical
support personnel where
to find the DILL web site.

Type the address into
your web browser.

log-in with the same
account you used with
DiLL Lab Controller.

NOTE: You must be
designated as a teacher
in DiLL to continue.

Decide which tasks to view:
⁃
Synchronized Tasks,
⁃
Recording-Only Tasks, or
⁃
Lesson Tasks

Continued…

Review Student Recordings (Continued…)
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Find your task using
the title you chose
when you created it.

click “show list”
next to the student
to see all the
individual recordings
for that student.

all students assigned
to the task are listed,
even if they didn't
make a recording.

Click the large “play”
button to play all
the individual
recordings for that
student as one
continuous file…

…or selectively
listen to a specific
recording sample.

download and
delete individual
recording samples.
Deleted samples
will be excluded
from the archive
process.

Continued…

Review Student Recordings (Continued…)

To download the
student recordings,
click on the
“download mp3
archive” button.

choose how you
would like the .mp3
files named.

Enter your email address
(optional) and click the
“create archive” button.

the server will begin
preparing the archive.
When it’s done, a
download link will
appear.
If you entered your
email address, a copy
of the link will also
be emailed to you.

Once the zip file is downloaded
and unzipped, the folder will
contain as many mp3 files as
there were students who were
assigned the task (assuming
recordings were made).
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Enable student access

when reviewing student recordings, enable student
access to allow students to log-in to the DiLL website
to listen to (but not download) their recordings.
Revoke access anytime.

click on the
“enable student
access” button.

student view

After enabling access, students can sign
into the DiLL website to see their recordings.

Click on “review my
recordings”.

Tasks with access
enabled will appear.
students will only
have access to their
own recordings.
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Uploading audio to the dill catalog

Upload textbook or personal audio files to
the dill catalog for use with students.
Uploaded audio files are shared across
the department. files marked ”PrivatE” can

Tip: to upload audio
lessons to the dill
catalog use the dill
catalog manager.

only be seen by teachers.

Use uploaded audio files for:
Student Self-Access

Lesson-Based Tasks

Synchronized Tasks

Students can load
and play teacher
uploaded audio files in
Dill client for
practice (p.2)

Assign audio files to
students to listen
and record at their
own pace (p.9).

Stream audio files
directly to the entire
class simultaneously
(p.13).

Find and open the
DiLL Catalog
Manager program on
your computer.

Login with your
school ID and
password.

Continued…
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Uploading audio (continued...)

locate the audio files you
want to upload in finder
or in your iTunes library.

Drag or paste the
audio files into
the catalog
manager window.

Tip: insert an audio CD
to have the catalog
manager automatically
import the tracks.

Continued…
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Uploading audio (continued...)

Edit lesson titles by
double-clicking or hitting
Uncheck the
public checkbox
to mark the file as
private. Private
files are hidden
from students and
can only be loaded
when directly
assigned by the
teacher.

enter on the lesson track.

or click the +
button to add a
new subject and
new folder

Choose a subject
and book to
upload the audio
files into.

when you're ready, click
on upload lessons
into book.

misc. tips

Tip: Use these shortcuts
to save time navigating
lab controller.
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monitor students with Instant connections

Listen to a student

Hold

and

click ON

the student

Converse with a student

Hold

and

double-click

on the student

Listening to a student in this way will automatically
remove your previous connection.

Continued…
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misc. tips (continued...)

Moving students around in lab controller

Move one student

1. hold

Move a selection of students

and click + Hold

on

the student or selection of students
2. Drag the student(s) around. release the mouse
button to place students in the new location.

To save the new
positions, click on
the view menu and
choose computer
positions.

Tip: move students to
better see the classroom
interactions or to create
a seating chart.

Continued…
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misc. tips (continued...)

Hiding students' names when in conversation

in the lab controller
menu select
preferences...

Uncheck students see
partners' names

Students' names are
now hidden when placed
in conversation.

Tip: Hide names to allow
students to "guess"
who their partner is by
describing themselves
using the target
language.

